Gulets in Montenegro – Gulets Charter & Sailing
Holidays

Montenegro
Montenegro is among our popular destinations with the stunning towns of Kotor and Porto
Montenegro. In addition, its proximity to Croatia and its tax-free status play an important
role in the preference of those who want to charter a private gulet in Montenegro. Tivat has
transformed from a quiet town into a vibrant hub over the past few years. Among the
reasons for this; It has many bars and restaurants, a lively and modern marina, and a
vibrant nightlife. Kotor is also an often preferred starting point. This historical and
picturesque city is one of the places you must visit during your gulet charter. You can enjoy
all these beauties by chartering a gulet in Montenegro.

Herceg Novi
Herceg Novi is located just outside the Bay of Kotor. It has a dock which is a popular nighttime anchoring place for visitors. After visiting Tivat and Kotor, you may think to spend the
in Herceg Novi.

Budva
Budva is another popular place to visit, famous for its sandy beaches and nightlife. Also,
here is the old medieval city of Stari Grad, surrounded by Venetian walls. Old narrow
streets, Sveti Nikola Island just across the bay will attract your attention
We can offer private gulets in Montenegro with options ranging from standard to VIP with
many different cabin options. We can also combine a private rental with Montenegro and
Croatia, Kotor to Dubrovnik is a very popular choice of route for our guests.
Early Booking Advantages:
We are also offering early booking discounts for 2022 gulet charter vacations and securing
your private rental early gives you more of a free choice on gulet, route, and payment plans.
For more detailed information or any further requirements please contact us directly and
one of our consultants here at Gulet Broker will be happy to assist you to create your
perfect private cruise, tailoring things to suit your needs.
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